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ABSTRACT 
Let Z and 2 be Hilbert spaces, and suppose A E %‘(m and B E Z&‘(Z) are 
self-adjoint operators with dist( o( A), (r(B)) > 6 > 0. In 1983 Bhatia, Davis, and 
McIntosh showed that for any Q EG’(~,Z) we must have (r/Z)llAQ - QBll > 
SIIQII. In th’ p p IS a er we specialize their inequality to the case where A, Q, and B are 
2 X 2 or 3 X 3 matrices, and give sharp estimates. Doing so, we illustrate one way 
that bounds on the norm of the Schur product of two matrices have applications to 
perturbation theory. By specializing the Fourier transform used in the proof of the 
theorem above, we also obtain sharp estimates in two Fourier interpolation problems. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we give sharp estimates in an operator inequality, restricted 
to the special case when the operators involved are 2 X 2 or 3 X 3 matrices 
over C. The inequality we specialize comes from perturbation theory, and is a 
consequence of [4, Theorem 4.11. 
THEOREM 1 (Bhatia, Davis, and McIntosh). Assume A and B are 
bounded self-adjoint operators on Hilbert spaces x and 3, respectively, 
such that dist( o( A), a(B)) > 6 > 0. Then for C E &%‘(x,fl, the equation 
AQ - QB = C h as a unique solution Q E 9(x,.%). Furthermore, there 
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exists a universal constant b,, such that 
As explained in [4], th’ 1s inequality is valid for any unitarily invariant norm, 
and in certain cases when A and B are unbounded. Reserving b,, for the 
smallest constant which works in this inequality, the authors there also show 
b,, < 2. In th’ p p 1s a er we prove two special cases of(l), namely 
THEOREM 2. Assume A and B are self-adjoint 2 X 2 matrices such that 
dist(cr(A),a(B))> S> 0. Th en or any 2 x 2 matrix C the equation f 
AQ-QB=Ch as a unique solution Q, and we must have 
b,llCII > SllQll. (2) 
Here, b, = G/2 = 1.22474, and this estimate is sharp. In the case that A, 
Q, and B are 3 x 3 matrices, but otherwise as above, we must have 
b,llcII a SIIQII, (3) 
where b, = (8 + 5m)/18 = 1.32285. Furthermore, this estimate is shav. 
The purpose of Theorem 1 is to obtain bounds on the perturbation of 
spectral subspaces of a self-adjoint operator. These bounds follow from the 
analysis in [7], where the authors discuss the geometry of pairs of subspaces 
and consider various measures of the distance between two subspaces. They 
also show how to pass from (1) to a subspace perturbation bound, and they 
prove this inequality in the special case when (T(A) is in some interval of 
length p while V(B) is outside a centered interval of length p + 2 S. [That 
is, a( A) and (T(B) don’t “interlace.“] Theorem 1 above extends that work, 
applying to the case where a(A) and a(B) interlace as well, and a general 
subspace perturbation bound immediately follows. The authors in [4] also 
adapt the inequality (1) to the normal case, obtaining the expected bound on 
the variation of certain subspaces of a normal operator. Moreover, (1) yields 
an important bound (independent of the dimension n> on the variation of the 
spectrum of a normal matrix as well. Specifically, they prove that there is 
some constant k such that if S and T are normal n X n matrices then their 
eigenvalues (including multiplicities) can be matched one to one in such 
a way that each eigenvalue of T is within kll S - T I( of its corresponding 
eigenvalue in a(S). A di scussion summarizing Theorem 1, its generaliza- 
tion to the normal case, and its role in perturbation theory is given in [2, 
Chapter 31. In addition, the commentary [ll] is descriptive, and includes a 
good bibliography. 
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Beyond intrinsic interest in the value of the constants b, and b,, there 
are further motives for studying these special cases. This investigation arose 
from an interest in a sharp estimate for b,,, which is one of six questions 
raised in [3, Section l] concerning sharp estimates in spectral perturbation. As 
explained there, it was known that b,, < n/2. To obtain lower bounds on 
b,,, let b, be the smallest number which works in the inequality cl), assuming 
A, Q, and B are n X n matrices. Clearly, the b, increase monotonically. In 
this paper we’ll see that the analysis in two or three dimensions is tractable, 
and we use these cases to illustrate certain methods in perturbation theory. 
Furthermore, the value b, obtained here is immediately an improved lower 
bound for b,,. If n > 4 the analysis appears to be intractable, but the ideas 
developed here are used implicitly in a separate paper (see [16] or [15]> to 
show r/2 < lim,, b, ,< b,,. Therefore, in view of the opposite inequality, it 
follows that r/2 is best possible in the inequality (1). 
To proceed, we reformulate the question from one of a sharp estimate in 
an operator inequality into one concerning bounds on the Schur multiplier 
norm of a matrix. This adapts the strategy used in [4] to the case for finite 
dimensions, and allows us to use a growing body of results on the norm of a 
Schur multiplier. The authors in [4], given A and B meeting their hypothe- 
ses, construct the map F= FA, B as a Fourier transform sending C ++ Q. 
They then use standard analytic arguments to show 119j < 2/S, and this 
verifies the inequality (1) f or some b,, < 2. A classical result due to Sz.-Nagy 
(see [21] or [22]) can be applied to show 11fl1 Q r/(28), leading to the 
bound b,, < r/2. In finite dimensions we represent the map 9 as Schur 
multiplication by a matrix T = TA, B. [The Schur, or Hadamard, product of 
two m X n matrices T = <t,,> and X = ( xjk) is T 0 X = <tjk xjk).] Bounds for 
b, and b, then follow from bounds on the Schur multiplier norm of T, given 
by i/Tlls = max+o IIT 0 XIl/llXll. In th e case with n = 2, basic results on 
the norm of a Schur multiplier lead to both an explicit candidate for b, and a 
proof that this value is correct. When n = 3, however, an explicit value for b, 
is not accessible in this way. Imitating the case with n = 2 leads to an 
impenetrable system of equations, and an alternate procedure is required. To 
obtain b, itself we first solve a minimization problem in Fourier analysis, 
specializing the transform argument used in [4] to three dimensions. This 
leads to what is subsequently seen to be the correct value, and with this in 
hand we proceed as in the 2 X 2 case. Thus, these cases illustrate an 
important connection between Schur multiplication and perturbation theory. 
In fact, representing Yaas a Schur multiplier leads naturally to the examples 
referred to above, proving b, + 7r/2 as n + cc. The 2 X 2 and 3 X 3 cases 
also show that the Fourier transform argument yields exact information in 
more cases than was previously recognized. 
The outline of the remainder of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we 
discuss certain preliminary ideas, giving definitions and stating a theorem 
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we’ll use concerning the Schur product of two matrices. In Section 3 we 
analyze the 2 x 2 case. In Section 4 we begin the case for 1% = 3, discussing 
certain special cases and introducing a method we use subsequently. In 
Section 5 we treat the last 3 X 3 case, the one of primary interest, and 
in Section 6 we extend the inequalities (2) and (3) to the case with an arbi- 
trary unitarily invariant norm. In the last section we make some concluding 
remarks concerning the connection between Fourier analysis and matrix 
theory. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND A PRELIMINARY RESULT 
If x E C”, we let ljxll be the usual Euclidean norm. We recall that (1) 
holds provided the norm (1. II ( on the operators in question) is unitarily 
invariant. (A norm is unitarily invariant, abbreviated ui, if JJuXVII = llXll 
whenever U and V are unitary operators.) The inequalities (2) and (3) also 
hold for any ui norm, but the extension from the usual norm to the general 
case is deferred to Section 6. Thus we begin by restricting 1) . I/ to the usual 
norm: II All = ma, + o II Axll/llxll. 
For an m X n matrix A, let 4 = min(m, n) and define si(A), 1 < i < y, 
to be the ith singular value of A. That is, let si(A) = fii, where Ai is the 
ith largest eigenvalue of A*A (including multiplicities). As noted, II AlI is 
the usual norm of A, and this is equivalent to defining 11 AlI = s,(A). We also 
let ci( A) be the ith largest column norm of A, where the columns are 
regarded as vectors in @” with the Euclidean norm. It will be convenient to 
write c(A) for cl(A). 
The following is [l, Theorem I]. 
THEOREM (Ando, Horn, and Johnson). Let T and Q be m X n matrices. 
Then 
t si(T”Q) G fI c,(X)cj(Y)si(Q)> k = l,...,q, (4) 
i=l i=l 
for any r X m matrix X and r X n mutrix Y such that X*Y = T. 
In the special case k = 1, (4) reduces to a classical result first appearing 
in Schur’s pioneering paper [19]. (And in this case we will refer to it as 
Schur’s inequality.) W e will use this in an important way, but we only need 
inequality here to get an upper bound of the form IIT IIs < c(X)c(Y ); lower 
bounds on I(Tlls are obtained from examples. We point out, however, that a 
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stronger result is available. It is proved by Haagerup in [lo], and is shown in 
[I7, Section 7.71 and [13], that there are X and Y for which equality holds, so 
that ]]Tlls = minx *r = T c( X)c( Y >. The inequality (4) is cited here, however, 
because we will use it with k > 1 later on, when we show that a bound 
obtained in the usual norm extends immediately to a bound for any ui norm. 
The inequality above is all we need to derive a complete solution in the 
2 X 2 case, but it is not sufficient for the 3 X 3 case. The missing ingredient 
can be obtained by reexamining the proof of Theorem 1 above, and we will 
discuss this in more detail in Section 4. 
3. THE CASE WITH n = 2 
Let A, Q, and B be 2 X 2 matrices, with A and B self-adjoint and 
dist( a( A), a(B)) > 6 > 0. Scaling the problem if necessary, we assume 
6 = 1. Note that A and B can be written as U*D,U and V *D,V, respec- 
tively, where DA and D, are diagonal and U and V are unitary. Then 
IIAQ - QBll = IlV(AQ - QB)V*(( = I~D,(uQv*) - (uQv*)D~((, andsowe 
may replace Q with UQV * if necessary to assume A and B are diagonal. So 
let A = diag(h,, h2) and B = diag(p.,, ~~1 with lAj - ~~1 > 1 for all j and 
k. For any Q = (qik) we have 
= (4 - Plhl (4 - cLz)q12 
[ (4 - Pl)%l I (4 - l-Q)922 . 
Thus, for T = (( Aj - pk))3, k we have AQ - QB = T 0 Q. Define P-= yA, a 
to be the linear map on the set of 2 X 2 matrices over C given by 
yQ=AQ-QB=ToQ.W k e now from Theorem 1 that 7 is invertible. 
This also follows from [18, Corollary 3.31, which refers to the equation 
AQ - QB = C in a more general setting. Furthermore, we can simply 
observe that if 7 is a linear map induced by Schur multiplication by some 
matrix T = (tj,), then the eigenvalues of yare clearly the entries tjk. In our 
case, then, we have (~(3 = { Aj - &}j, k = @(A) - c+(B). In particular 
0 P cr(fl), and so 7 is invertible. Furthermore it is immediate that 9-l is 
the map Y H T’ 0 Y, where T’ is the matrix (( Aj - /+-i)l, k. 
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Bounding l]Qll relative to llCl1 is the same as bounding 1!9-‘1/, which 
in turn is the same as bounding IIT’l]s. That is, exchanging T with T’ for 
convenience. we have 
b, = max { max IIT 0 XII} = y$lTll~. 
A, B IIxII= 1 
Here max A, s is taken over pairs A and B with dist( rr ( A), V( B)) 2 1, and 
if A and B are fixed, T is the matrix (( hj - /_L~) -I)/, k. In this formulation 
we see how A and B are “variables” in this problem. First, the specific values 
of hj and pk are not important, only the differences Aj - pk. This is 
consistent with the observation that for any scalar 5 we have (A + .$>Q - 
Q(B + .$> = AQ - QB. Furth ermore, to stipulate the differences Aj - pk 
we will first arrange the four values A,, A,, CL,, and p2 in increasing order 
(including multiplicities) and then specify the gaps between successive values. 
To this end we introduce a star-dot diagram (see below) for the configuration 
of a( A) and cr(B) as follows. Let a circle represent an element of a(A), 
and an asterisk one of (T(B). Then denote by l i > 0 a gap between two 
identical symbols, and by ai a gap between different symbols. Note that 
l i = 0 for some i signifies a repeated eigenvalue, and we are assuming ?ii > 1 
for all i. We refer to consecutive symbols of the same type as a block of 
spectrum, and we classify the arrangements of a( A) and (T(B) by the 
number of blocks they contain. Given this, and exchanging A with B if 
necessary, the possible configurations for a( A) and a(B) are those with two 
blocks: 
El 6 E2 
*-**o-o 
three blocks: 
or four blocks: 
In the language of [4, Section 31, the first two arrangements have “favorable 
geometry,” meaning a( A) and a(B) can be separated by an annulus of 
band width 8. [The authors there are assuming A and B are normal. In our 
language, specialized to the self-adjoint case, cr( A) and a(B) don’t interlace.] 
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Then by [4, Theorem 3.11 we must have l]C]] > IIQ]], and obviously bzllCll > 
l]Ql] as well. However, examples in [7, p. 241 and [4, p. 571 show that 
IJC I] > I( Ql] is not generally true, and so it’s essential in our analysis that u( A) 
and a(B) interlace. Thus we restrict our attention to the case above with 
four blocks. Here and in the 3 X 3 case it will be convenient to index the 
Aj E o(A) in decreasing order and the /_L~ E a(B) in increasing order. 
Doing so, we obtain 
T= 
l/(6, + 62 + %I l/h 
l/S, I -l/6, . (5) 
Consider first the special case where ai = 1 for all i. We will refer to this 
as the equally spaced case, and this leads to 
T= f 
1 
[ 1 -1 
Define X and Y by 
x= 
Then X*Y = T, and c(X) = 1 while c(Y) = G/2. Therefore /IT/Is < 
G/2. For the nonequally spaced case, let T be as in (5) take X as above, 
and define Y = Y(6,, a,, 8,) to be (X*>-lT. As defined, then, 
2d5 2fi 
1 
Y=- I 6, + 6, + 6, 8, 2fi 1 3 1 3’ % + 6, + 6, +s --s 1 -I 6, 2 
We know T = X *Y, and c(X) = 1. To bound c(Y ), let yr and yz be its 
columns. Routine calculations show that both ]]y,l] and ((y2]I are maximal 
when 6, = 6, = 6, = 1, and the maximum value both times is G/2. Thus 
c(Y) < G/2 in the general interlacing case, and it follows that IlTlls < b, 
no matter how u(A) and o(B) are configured. That is, we must have 
bzllCll > /lQll as claimed, and the inequality (2) is verified. 
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To see that b, is best possible, we give examples which are essentially [4, 
Example 4.31. Let A = diag(3, l), B = diag(0,2>, and set 
Then one may check that ]]C]] = l]AQ - QBll = 2fi while ]]Ql] = 26. 
Thus b,l\Cll = llQ\l forth ese A, Q, and B, and the bound in (2) is sharp. 
Before proceeding to the 3 x 3 case, we wish to record certain observa- 
tions. First, with T as in (6), there are several ways to determine ]lT]ls. Not 
all procedures extend easily to (51, however, and still fewer to the 3 X 3 case. 
In general, if M is an arbitrary matrix it is difficult to compute I] M 11s 
explicitly. Given T as in (61, however, and one natural assumption, we can use 
Schur’s inequality to produce X and Y such that c( X)c(Y > = IIT II s. 
Note that X *Y = X*U* W for any unitary U, and so we may assume X 
is upper triangular. We now add the assumption that if X and Y are extremal, 
in the sense that c(X)c(Y) = IITlls, th en c,(X) = c,(X) and c,(Y) = c,(Y). 
(We will comment on this assumption below.) Given this, we may assume 
where c2 + s2 = 1 and 1 = IIT II s. Setting X *Y = T and choosing the signs 
on the radicals by trial and error, one obtains the appropriate system 
2 + s2 = 1. 
This system has solution c = - $, s = 2fi/3, and 1 = G/2, and for this 
reason we say that Schur’s inequality is all we need to give a sharp estimate 
for b,. In general, however, we cannot assume both that X and Y are square 
and that they have columns of equal length. For example, if 
T= 
1 El 
[ 1 62 E 
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then ]]T](s = 1 p rovided the l i are sufficiently small. But when ]lT]ls is the 
magnitude of its largest entry, in this case 1, it can be true that either X and 
Y have columns of unequal length, or they must be 3 X 2 matrices. 
It is also interesting to note that if M = (m+> is a 2 X 2 matrix with real 
entries, there is a formula for ]]Ml] s which is a function of the mjk alone. 
This is given in [5], and shows that I]Tl]s = $?/2 in the equally spaced case. 
Thus, we could have chosen this formula as our starting point. It would be 
difficult to use it when T is as in (51, however, and it doesn’t extend to the 
3 X 3 case at all. (The Schur multiplier norm of a 3 X 3 matrix can depend 
on the arrangement of its entries as well as their values.) The authors in [5] 
also consider the question of when ]IM I] s is the magnitude of its largest 
entry, and given an answer in some special cases. 
Finally, we note which configurations of (T(A) and a(B) permit extremal 
A, Q, and B, so that bsllC]l = 8l]QII. Ob vlousl we need only consider the 
fully interlacing case. If 8, > 1, then lly,ll < Jy 6 /2 by inspection, and with a 
little extra work one can determine that ]lyZI] is, too. Thus, c(Y) < G/2, and 
it follows that for equality to hold in (2) we must have 6, = 1. By symmetry 
we must also have 6, = 1. (Exchanging A with B and multiplying both 
by - 1 is the same as exchanging 6, with S,.) Given this, with a little more 
work one can similarly show that we must have 8, = 1 as well. Thus, equality 
in (2) can occur only if the eigenvalues of A and B are fully interlacing and 
equally spaced. 
4. PRELIMINARIES TO THE CASE WITH n = 3 
The analysis with n. = 3 is more complicated than that for n = 2. For 
instance, we know that a( A) and a(B) must interlace, but now there are 
several ways this can happen. This forces us to examine five distinct spectral 
configurations, instead of just one as before. Also, if one attempts to produce 
a candidate for b, in the same way we did before, one obtains a system of 
equations much more complicated than (7). In this section we address both of 
these issues in order to facilitate our subsequent work. To begin we examine 
the possible configurations of cr( A) and (T(B), and indicate that 1.25]]C]] > 
8]]Qll in all but one of the resulting cases. Of course, we then have 
b, IIC II > S II Q II as well, and this leaves only the fully interlacing case to be 
treated in the next section. As mentioned, however, we need more than 
Schur’s inequality to derive b,, and for this reason we also adapt the proof of 
the Bhatia-Davis-McIntosh inequality (1) to the finite dimensional case here. 
We will specialize this proof even further in the next section, and doing so 
we are led to a minimization problem from Fourier analysis. Solving this 
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yields the (conjectured) value b, = (8 + 5&6)/18, and given this we can 
then proceed as in the 2 X 2 case to verify the inequality (3) for every 
configuration of a( A) and (T(B). 
As before, we classify the arrangements of a(A) and a(B) by the 
number of blocks they contain. Cases with favorable geometry, where a( A) 
and a(B) can be separated by an annulus of band width 6, include case 0 
(two blocks): 
El E2 6 63 E4 
*-*-*--- o--o--o 
and case 00 (three blocks): 
61 6, Ez 63 62 
*-**o--_--_~* 
Any arrangement with two or three blocks can be reduced to one of these 
by exchanging A with B, or multiplying A and B by - 1, if necessary. 
Furthermore, as indicated before, we must have ]]C]] > SllQl] in these cases. 
Configurations with four or five blocks recall the 2 X 2 case, and these 
are case 1 (four blocks, l-l-2-2): 
case 2 (four blocks, I-2-2-I): 
6, El 6, E2 63 
*-o--o *-**o 
case 3 (four blocks, 2-I-I-2): 
El 6, 62 63 E2 
*--*-o 0-o 
and case 4 (five blocks): 
Just as before, note that any configuration with four or five blocks is reduc- 
ible to one of these arrangements. Cases l-4 are treated in detail in [15, 
Section IV.21, and in each instance it is shown that 1.25(]Cl] > sl]Ql]. We 
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remark that the estimates there are clearly not best possible, and it seems 
likely that b, = 1.22474 would work if simpler arguments could be found. 
We will not actually prove 1.2511Cll > 6llQll in any of the cases 
here, but to illustrate the arguments used in [15] we will look at case 1 in 
some detail. To begin, take ai > 1 for each i. With a(A) and c(B) 
arranged as indicated, it is convenient to index the Aj E a(A) in decreas- 
ing order and the /.Q E U(B) in increasing order. Doing this, and with 
T = ((h, - ILJ1)l. k as usual, we obtain 
Here we let 6,,, = 6, + 6, + 6,, E,~ = l 1 + e2, etc. 
Note that the 2 x 2 southwest comer of T, call it T,, is obtained from the 
2 x 2 case by replacing 6, in (5) with 8, + er. Furthermore, if l 1 or ep is 
zero, then T has a repeated column or row. But if M is any matrix and N is 
obtained by repeating a row or column of M, then clearly II N IIs = II M IIS. 
Suppose first l 2 = 0, so that the top two rows of T are identical. From 





0 2fi/3 1 
there is some Y, such that X*Yr = T, and c(Y,) < G/2. Similarly, if T, is 
the 2 X 2 submatrix formed by deleting the top row and middle column of T, 
then T2 can be obtained from (5) by replacing 8, with 6, + l r. Thus there is 
some Y, such that X*Y, = T2 and c(Y,) < G/2. Now let the columns of 
Y, be yr and yz, and the columns of Y, be yr and ya. Then for 
‘= [: :, 2$3] 
and Y = [rr YZ ~31’ 
it follows that X*Y = T while c(X)c(Y > < G/2. Then with T as above, if 
l a = 0 we must have JITlls < G/2 < 1.25. 
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Suppose now e2 # 0. For simplicity let E = l 2 and set 
Then X* is invertible, so define Y = Y(6,, a,, 6,, E,, l e) to be (X*)-IT. 
Clearly c( X) = 1, so we want to show c(Y) < 2. If we let Y = ( yjII), 
T = <t,,> and write X*Y = T in matrix form, one can note the following. 
First, in light of our arguments above, we must have y& + y$ < 4 for 
k=l, 2, and 3. Also, yZk = tzk for k = 1, 2, and 3, and in particular 
yzi = l/6 if we let 6 = 6, + 6, + 6, + E for convenience. To bound 1 yii/, 
and hence the norm of the first column, we observe that 
IJ e2 + 26 1 1 1 
1 + E yl’ 
+ --=- 
l-re6 I!?+ E’ 
Solving for y i, , we obtain 
Since 6 > I, yii is nonnegative. (In fact 6 > 3 here, but in considering 1 yi21 
and 1 yi31, only the weaker bound applies.) Furthermore, (6 - D/S2 is 
maximal on [l, m> when 6 = 2, and this leads to the bound 1 yll ) < i. 
Thus, the norm of the first column of Y cannot exceed <& + :)ij2 = 2, as 
desired. Similarly, 1 ylZ 1, I Y,~I < f , and it follows that c(Y ) < %. This implies 
1.2511Ql > 6llCJI in case 1. 
This bound similarly holds for cases 2-4, and so we are left with the fully 
interlacing case, where the configuration of (T( A) and a(B) contains six 
blocks. This is discussed in the next section, and our work there will show 
that this is the “true” 3 X 3 case. Before proceeding, however, we outline a 
proof of Theorem 1. 
Although the Bhatia-Davis-McIntosh inequality applies to the infinite 
dimensional case, we specialize it to finite dimensions in order to highlight 
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the connection between Fourier analysis and the Schur product of two 
matrices. As when n = 2, we may assume A and B are diagonal, and 
we continue to take 6 = 1. As before, then, the map Q H AQ - QB is the 
same as Schur multiplication b 
multiplication by (( Aj - pL) ~’ 
the matrix ( Aj - pkIj, k, and 9-r is Schur 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let A = diadh,, A,, . . . , A,) and B = 
diagt pl, I+, . . . , p,). For any X = (xjk) set St(X) = j?_,ePitAXe’tBf(t) dt, 
where f E L,(R) 1s a function to be specified below. Then ePitA and eitB 
are diagonal unitaries, and eeitAXeitB 
and E, where E = (ejk(t))l, 
1s the Schur product of the matrices X 
k and ejk(t) = exp[-i(Aj - &)t]. Then 
F(X) = Irn ( xjkejk(t))j,kf(t) dt = (/= Xjkejk(t)f(t) dt)j,k 
--z -02 
exp[ --i(Aj - &)t] f(t) dt rjkf^( Aj - pk))j, k ’ 
Since lAj - /+ 2 1, we choose f that fis) = l/s whenever 1.~1 > 1. This 
gives fix> = T 0 X, where T = 
F is the map AQ - QB e 
( Aj - pk)-’ b, k as before, which is to say 
then, we seek bounds on 1lAl. We 
have 
&F(X)11 = 7 epitA II XettBf( t) dt < jrn lle-itAXe”tBII If(t) 1 dt -cc II --m 
= l~x\l/J(t)ldt = llxll Ilflll. (8) 
Thus lldl G Ilfll~. In, [41 th e authors continue by producing a function 
f E L,(R) such that f(s) = l/ s whenever IsI >, 1. Furthermore, llfllr < 2 
for this function, and since the general case is not essentially different from 
the finite dimensional case, this implies b,, < 2. n 
One looks to sharpen this es_timate by finding other L, functions f with 




p’= {f E L,(R) :f(s) = l/s whenever Is] > l}. 
Then for m = inffEYl]f]]i, we have b,, < m. The example cited above 
proves m < 2, and Sz.-Nagy later noted (from earlier work; see [21] or [22]) 
that m = 7r/2, and this bound is achieved for cecain f E 9. This implies 
b,, < rr/2. In the 3 X 3 case ahead, we require f(s) = l/s on only a few 
data points of the form hj - pk. Thus Y becomes a larger class, and permits 
a lower min for Ilf Ill. 
5. THE CASE FOR n = 3 
As indicated in the last section, we need only consider the situation when 
a( A) and a(B) are fully interlacing. This is when their configuration has six 
blocks, and given this, we may assume they have star-dot diagram 
With a( A) denumerated in decreasing order and cr( B) in increasing order, 
the matrix T = (( hj - pk)-‘) is given by 
l/6 12345 l/6345 l/65 
T= 1/&3 l/&3 -l/6, . 1 (9) l/4 -l/h - l/h34 
As before, we let a12345 = 6, + 6, + 6, + 6, + 6,, and so on. Then we 
must show that llTlls < (8 + Sm>/lS provided only that ai > 1 for all i, 
and that equality holds in some case. The arguments we give here follow the 
outline of the 2 X 2 case, but are more involved. 
To begin, we make the natural assumption that llTlls is maximal in the 
equally spaced case. This is when 6, = 6, = ... = 6, = 1, and in this case 
1 1 s 5 1 
T=+ I -I. 
i 1 (IO) 1 -1 -+ 
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We then solve three computational problems in order. First, what is the exact 
value of 1ITIls when T is as in (lo)? Numerical evidence shows that there 
is some U such that llU/l = 1 while 1IToUll = 1.322854906, and this is 
best possible. Thus 1lTll s seems to have this value, and we seek an explicit 
expression for it. Second, given this number [which turns out to be b, = 
(8 + 5m)/181, we seek X and Y such that X*Y = T while c( X)c(Y) = 6,. 
Given these, we can then keep X fixed and let Y vary to show IlTlls < b, in 
the general case, when T is as in (9). Finally, we seek some matrix U on 
which T achieves its Schur multiplier norm, to prove IJT 11s 2 b, as well. 
Suppose now T is as in (10). The differences Aj - E_L~ are (&- 1, & 3,5}, 
and so we define 
P= {fE L,(R) :fis) = l/s fors = fl, f 3,5}. 
It is clear from our earlier discussion that for anyf EP, llfllr > IITlls. That 
is, if m = minfEy llfllr th en m > IITlls. In fact, the integral transform 
F: AQ - QB ++ Q d escribed in the last section works with distributions 
such as Dirac &functions as well, so we broaden our definition of 9 to 
include these. It turns out that equality holds here, so that m = IITlls, and 
this fact is useful in calculating IIT IIs explicitly. Note that the only inequality 
among the relations (8) is 
II/ 
m 
e +tAXe""Bf(t) dt 
--m II < Jm IlepitAXeitBII If(t) 1 dt. --m 
Then m = IITJls if and only if some f and X are found for which equality 
holds above. Such an f exists, and producing it (via guesswork) leads to an 
appropriate matrix X as well. The inequality above is an integral version of 
the triangle inequality, and to increase the likelihood that equality holds we 
assume f is a linear combination of a few S-functions. We must have at least 
three in our combination, because two is not enough. That is, there are 
no al, ff2, 0i, and o2 such that f(t) = a,rl(t - 0,) + a2d(t - 0,) while 
j?s(s> = l/s for s = f 1, f3, and 5. [Here, let d(t) be a unit point mass 
measure at 0.1 So assume f(t) = CT=, a,d(t - ei) while { takes on the 
stipulated values at the indicated points. Minimizing I a1 1 + I cx2 I + I aygl as we 
vary 8,, 8,) and es, we are led to 
f(t) 
5J1oi 5&Rii 
= -- 4t + 0) + 36 -j-p(t-e)+;dt-f) 2 1 (11) 
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where 8 = arcsin fi. Then f”(s) = l/s for s = f 1, f 3, and !c5, while 
llflli = b, = (8 + 5m)/18. This implies b, > IITlls. We will give an exam- 
ple presently showing b, < l[Tll s as well, and so equality holds here. Before 
citing our example, however, we continue by extending our upper bound on 
I(Tl(s to the general case, where T is as in (9). 
With our value b, in hand, we seek X and Y to work with as in the 2 X 
2 case. That is, we want to factor T as X*Y so that c(X)c(Y > = (8 + 
Sm)/lS. We assume each column of X has length one and each column of 
Y has length (8 + Sm)/lS. (Th’ is assumption is justified after the fact.) As 
indicated in the 2 x 2 case, we may also assume X is upper triangular. Thus 
we set 
Here, 1 = (8 + 5fi)/18; c, and si are the cosine and sine, respectively, of 
some angle oi; and the signs on the radicals are chosen by trial and error. 





1 (19 - 8m)/31 (-245 + 64m),‘155 
0 2a,/31 (-28 + 8m)a,/155 
0 0 8a,/155 1 
1 I 
s 3 1 
(49 + 12&F)/15a, (37 + 4J10)/3a, ( -25 + 4m)/a, 
(434 - 31J10)/15a2 (62 - 31m)/3a, (-310 + 93V%)/3a, 
Here, a, = (-10 + 76m)“” and a2 = (4340 - 1271J10)1’“. 
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To extend our bound to the general case, where T is as in (91, keep X 
fixed and define Y = Y(S,, a,, . . . , 8,) to be (X*1-‘T. Clearly X*Y = T and 
c(X) = 1, so to bound llTlls above we need only show c(Y) < b,. To do this 
we bound the size of the columns of Y one at a time. Let y and t be the first 
columns of Y and T, respectively, and note that y = (X*>-lt. Note also 
that the entries of t, denoted t,,, t,,, and t,,, are such that 0 Q t,, < i, 
0 < t,, < i, and 0 < t,, < 1. So let er, e2,. . . , eR be the eight vectors 
whose first entry is either 0 or j, second entry is either 0 or $, and third entry 
is either 0 or 1. These are clearly the extreme points of their convex hull 3, 
and furthermore, t EX Thus, ]ly]l is a convex function of t = t(S,, 6,, . . . , 
6,), and we may consider the domain of this function to be the convex set x 
It is well known that a convex function on a compact convex set achieves its 
maximum on an extreme point, so in our case we need to check ]lyJ( at each 
of the e,. Doing so, we see that l]yll 1s maximal when t = [i, i, l]r, and 
this maximum is unique. Therefore lly]l < b, provided by ai > 1 for all i. 
Treating the second and third columns in essentially the same way (details are 
given in [15, Section IV.3]), we obtain the same bound both times. Therefore, 
c(Y) < b, in the nonequally spaced case as well, and this implies 6ajjCll 2 
6llQll in case 5. Combining this with our analyses in the last section, we 
see that ~JcII 2 6llQll g dl re ar ess of the configuration of (T(A) and (T(B), 
verifying the inequality (3). 
To prove this bound is best possible, we seek a matrix U such that 
]jUl] = 1 while IJT 0 UII = (8 + 5m)/18. To find it we make use of the 
following observations. First, if L%‘,, is the set of n X n matrices with norm no 
greater than 1, the extreme points of L%‘,, are the unitaries. Thus to find ]lT]ls 
we may assume U is an extreme point of ga, i.e., U is unitary. Also, since T 
is self-adjoint, has only real entries, and has inertia (2,0, I), we may assume 
U is self-adjoint, has only real entries, and has inertia (2,0, 1) as well. 
(The symmetry of U is justified by [13, Corollary 3.31, and we may assume 
U has only real entries in light of [15, S ec ion 11.41. Also, U cannot have all t’ 
eigenvalues of the same sign, or it would be a multiple of I, and IIT 0 Z II is too 
small. This justifies our assumption on the inertia of U.) Thus U = Z - 2xxr 
for some unit vector x E R3. 
Such matrices form a two-parameter family in R3x3, and it is convenient 
to choose these parameters to be angles in the spherical coordinatization of x, 
say $J and +. To determine their values we seek two equations simultaneously 
satisfied by U. The first one is obvious: IIT 0 UII = (8 + Sm)/lS. 
To obtain this in algebraic form compute the characteristic polynomial of 
T 0 U, regarding it as a polynomial p(h) whose coefficients are them- 
selves polynomials in cos2 $J and cos2 I/I. Then we seek 4 and + so that 
~((8 + Sm)/lS) = 0. T o obtain the second equation we return to our 
familiar transform argument. With A, B, and 0 as in Section 4, let f,(t) = 
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(-5mi/36)d(t + 0) + (5mi/36)d(t - 0) and f,(t) = (4i/9)d(t - 
rr/2). Then for j = 1 or 2 set 
As before, q(U) is Schur multiplication by a matrix, say q, and we have 
As before, it follows that 111;lls < Ilf,llr, and this implies IIT,lls < 5J10/ 
18 and IIT,lls < 6. Note that if U is optimal we must have equality both 
times, since IIT 0 UII = ll(T1 + T2)o UII < llTl 0 UII + l[T, 0 UII. So we set 
l\Tl 0 UII = Sm/lS, and this yields our second algebraic equation in cos’ 4 
and cos’ I). (Note that IIT, 0 UII = $ h o s Id f or all U, and thus is not helpful.) 
Our two equations in two unknowns have a unique solution, and this leads to 
an optimal U, which in turn leads to optimal A, Q, and B in our original 
formulation. 
So let A = diag(5,3, l), B = diag(O,2,4), and note that dist(a( A), 




30+3m lOff, 150z 
lOff, 60 + 6OJ10 30a, 
15a, 30a, -50 + 25m 
where we let crl = (80 - 19m)1’2, (Ye = (146 + 56mY”, and (~3 = 
(20 + llJ10)““. c omputing C = AQ - QB, one obtains 
I 
10 + Jlo 
c=& 2a, 
2a, ff2 
4+4J10 -2cy3 . 
a2 -2a, lo-5fi I 
To verify that b311Cll = IIQII, note first that [ICI\ = 1. (The C here is the U 
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referred to above.) In particular, with 
x = -&[ -(14 - Jiiy2, (20 - 4my2, (14 + 5my21T 
we have C = Z - 2xxT, proving C is unitary and so llCl1 = 1. Combining this 
with our established upper bound, then, we have b, > IIQIl. To show equality 
holds here, observe that 
y = [(25 - 5m)1’2, (28 - 2mf2, (-5 + 7m)1’z]T 
is an eigenvector for Q with eigenvalue (8 + SJlo)/lS. Thus, 1lQll > b,, 
and it follows that equality holds here. Therefore bsllC II = S l[Qll for A, Q, 
and B as defined, and b, is sharp in the inequality (3). 
Before proceeding we remark on the calculations, alluded to above, 
needed to determine X and Y such that X *Y = T while c( X )c(Y ) = ((T (1 s. 
As formulated, setting X*Y = T yields six equations in six unknowns, and 
this has a unique solution. In practice, however, additional information can be 
used to ease the work. For example, if Y is partitioned as [yr yz y3J, then for 
reasons not entirely clear to this author, we have (yr, yz ) = (y2, y3). Fur- 
thermore, for reasons made perfectly clear in [6], it follows that if X is 
similarly partitioned then (xl,xz) = (x2,x3) and (yl,y2) = Z2(x,,x2) as 
well. These equations are helpful, and the resulting (overdetermined) system 
can be solved without too much trouble. 
6. EXTENSIONS FOR ARBITRARY UI NORMS 
Let A, Q, and B be n X n matrices meeting the hypotheses of 
Theorem 1, and as before let b, be the smallest number such that b,llCll > 
SllQll provided lI*Il is th e usual norm. In this section we apply the Ando- 
Horn-Johnson inequality (4) to note that b, 111 C 111 > 6 111 Q 111 as well, pro- 
vided Ill * Ill 1s an y ui norm. This essentially follows from [l] (see remark I on 
pp. 361-3621, but we include the details here in order to be self-contained. 
On the set of n X n matrices over C there are n distinguished ui norms 
known as the Ky Fan norms. These are defined for k = 1,2,. . . , n by 
IIAllk = Cfzl si( A), and it is well known that 111 A 111 > 111 B I)[ for all ui 
norms if and only if 11 A(lk >, (1 B((k for I < k < n. (See, for example, [8] or 
M.) 
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We begin by defining a family of Schur multiplier norms for a matrix T. 
Specifically, let n,(T) = max x + a IIT 0 Xllk/l]X]]k. Note that n,(T) = IlTlls 
in the sense in which we have already defined it, since llXl(i is the usual 
norm. Suppose now A and B are fixed, and T = (( Aj - /+-l) as usual. Let 
R and S be such that R*S = T and c(R)c(S) = ]]Tlls. Then for any X, by (4) 
we have 
IIT 0 Xllk = i s~(T’ X) G i Ci(R)Ci(S)Si(X) 
i=l i=J 
< c(R)c(S) ;si(x) = C(R)c(S)IIXllk. 
i=l 
Thus n,(T) < c(R)c(S) = n,(T), and it follows that b,]]C]]r > S]]Qllr implies 
b,,lICllk 2 6llQllk for k = 23,. . ., n. Therefore b, 111 C 111 > 6 )I] Q ]I] for any 
ui norm I(( . ((I, as claimed. 
7. ON THE CONNECTION BETWEEN FOURIER ANALYSIS AND 
MATRIX THEORY 
The fact that b,, the sharp perturbation bound in the 3 x 3 case, has 
value (8 + 5m)/18 d erives from the fact that b, = IITlls, where T is as in 
(10). Thus, much of our work has been devoted to calculating this norm. 
There are certain matrices for which computing their Schur multiplier norm 
is easy. For example, if M is positive semidefinite then 1) M ]Js is its largest 
diagonal entry. If M is unitary then ]]M ]]s = 1. These facts are well known, 
and the survey paper [12], for example, is a good reference for results of this 
type. More recently, R. Mathias [14] has shown that if M is a generalized 
circulant then ]I M (1s is I/n times the trace norm of M. And, as mentioned, a 
formula for ]I M IIs is given in [5] when M is a 2 X 2 matrix. When M is not 
in such a class, however, even computing 11 M II s numerically can be challeng- 
ing. For a numerical solution there are various approaches possible, but the 
one outlined in [6] is probably best. When one seeks explicit values, however, 
one must work in an ad hoc fashion. And as we’ve seen, sometimes the 
Fourier transform argument introduced in [4] can be applied to obtain sharp 
estimates in the Schur multiplier norm of a matrix. 
In the 3 X 3 case we sought an L, function f such that f^ took on 
prescribed values at the points - 3, - 1, 1, 3, and 5. These points are equally 
spaced, and it is equivalent to assume that we seek an f such that f^ has 
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prescribed values at, say, -2, -1, 0, 1, and 2. So let $J = (&)E= _2 = 
(4, +, 1, -I, - +I, let 
9= {JE L,(R) :fjk) = & fork = -2, -l,O, 1, and2], 
and let m = inffE Y f (1. (1 1 Then with T as in (lo), we know m 2 IIT/s, and 
one can easily adapt the function (II) to see that equality holds here. Looking 
back to the 2 X 2 case, suppose T is as in (6). Define 4 = (&i, &, 4,) = 
(5, 1, -l), set Y as usual, and let m = minfEy Iif 111. On one hand, we 
know m 2 llTl/s = G/2. On th e other hand, let (Y = i - i/(26), 0 = 
arccos( - i), and set f(t) = a&t - 0) + Ed(t + 19). Then one many check 
that f(k) = c& for k = - 1, 0, and 1, and Ilf 111 = &T/2. Thus m = IlTlls 
again. 
In general we define the Fourier interpobtion problem in this way. Let & 
be an index set, and let 9= {f E L,(R): f(sa> = 4a for (Y ~til. Then we 
seek minf,9 Ilf II , , as well as extremal functions f * when the infimum here 
is a minimum. This problem is defined and discussed in 120, Chapter 71, and 
the author there also generalizes Sz-Nagy’s result. Our work in two and three 
dimensions leads to the obvious question whether or not the Schur multiplier 
norm of a Hankel matrix always equals the infimum in the corresponding 
Fourier interpolation problem. Specifically, for $J = (&)iJ !,, + 1 let 
T= 
and set Y= {f E L,(R) : f(k) = c& for --n + 1 < k < n - 1). Also, set 
m = inffEY Ilf III. Th en one might ask whether IlTlls = m for all choices of 
$, at least if 4 has an odd number of components. In separate calculations 
this author has shown that if $J is any triple of real numbers then the answer 
is yes. Of course, this includes the special case 4 = (i, 1, - 1) relevant to the 
2 X 2 case, And, as we have seen, equality holds in our 3 X 3 case, when 
4 = ($, i, 1, - 1, - f> and T is as in (10). In general, however, the answer is 
no. Equality holds at least sometimes, however, and when it does, one can 
use that fact to assist in calculating (IT IJS explicitly. 
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Note added in proof Prof. C. C. Cowen is circulating the preprint, 
“Finding norms of Hadamard Multipliers,” jointly written with P. A. Fergu- 
son, D. K. Jackman, E. A. Sexauer, C. Vogt, and H. J. Woolf. The authors 
there include a Matlab algorithm for finding the Schur multiplier norm of a 
matrix numerically. (“Hadamard” and “Schur” multiplication are different 
names for the same thing.) 
The results given here were first presented in the author’s doctoral 
dissertation at the University of Illinois. I would like to thank my advisor, 
Professor 1. D. Berg, for his advice and guidance. I would also like to thank 
Professor Chandler Davis at the University of Toronto, who arranged for me 
to spend a year studying there. 
I thank Hobart and William Smith Colleges in Geneva, N.Y., for the use of 
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